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Fig. 11. !!/!+ ratio as a function of time in the central 132Sn + 124Sn reaction at a beam energy of between
200 and 2000 MeV/nucleon.
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as a function of time for the central 132Sn + 124Sn reaction at beam energies from 200
to 2000 MeV/nucleon. This ratio naturally becomes the final !!/!+ ratio at the freeze-
out when the reaction time t is much longer than the lifetime of the delta resonance #".
The (!!/!+)like ratio is rather high in the early stage of the reaction because of the large
numbers of neutron-neutron scatterings near the surfaces where the neutron skins of the
colliding nuclei overlap. By comparing Fig. 9 and Fig. 11, it is seen that a variation of
about 30% in the (n/p)$/$0!1 ratio due to the different Esym($) results in about 15%
change in the final !!/!+ ratio. It has thus an appreciable response factor of about 0.5 to
the variation of HD n/p ratio and is approximately beam energy independent. Therefore,
one can conclude that the (!!/!+)like ratio is a direct probe of the HD n/p ratio, and thus
an indirect probe of the HD behaviour of nuclear symmetry energy.
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Fig. 10. Central baryon density (top row) and the neutron/proton ratio of nuclear matter with density ! ! 2!0
(middle row) and ! ! !0 (bottom row) with (right column) and without (left column) the pion production channel
in the central 132Sn + 124Sn reaction at a beam energy of 2 GeV/nucleon.

4.1. Pion probe

As we have shown in the previous section, that the pion production only affects
perturbatively the n/p ratio of HD nuclear matter. On the other hand, at beam energies
below about 2 GeV/nucleon, pions are mostly produced through the decay of "(1232)
resonances. The primordial #!/#+ ratio is approximately quadratic in n/p according
to the branching ratios of single pion production via " resonances in nucleon–nucleon
collisions

#!/#+ = 5n2 + np

5p2 + np
" (n/p)2. (28)

Thus the #!/#+ ratio is expected to be a sensitive probe of the n/p ratio of HD nuclear
matter. Pion reabsorptions and rescatterings (# + N # " and N + " # N + N ) are
expected to complicate the above relationship. Nevertheless, very high sensitivity to the
n/p ratio is retained in the final #!/#+ ratio as indicated in the experimental data of high
energy heavy-ion collisions [64]. Shown in Fig. 11 are the (#!/#+)like ratio
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High energy heavy-ion collisions are proposed as a novel means to constrain stringently the high
density (HD) behavior of nuclear symmetry energy. Within an isospin-dependent hadronic transport
model, it is shown for the first time that the isospin asymmetry of the HD nuclear matter formed in high
energy heavy-ion collisions is uniquely determined by the HD behavior of the nuclear symmetry energy.
Experimental signatures in two sensitive probes, i.e., p2 to p1 ratio and neutron-proton differential
collective flow, are also investigated.
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The high density (HD) behavior of the nuclear symme-
try energy Esym!r" is very important for understanding
many interesting astrophysical phenomena, but it is also
subject to the largest uncertainty among all properties of
dense nuclear matter [1]. To study the HD behavior of
Esym!r" has been a longstanding goal of extensive research
with various microscopic and/or phenomenological mod-
els over the last few decades, e.g., [2]; for a recent review,
see, e.g., [3]. The model predictions are extremely diverse
and often contradictory. The results can be roughly clas-
sified into two groups, i.e., a group where the Esym!r"
rises and one in which it falls with the increasing den-
sity. For instance, within the Hartree-Fock approach us-
ing about 25 Skyrme and Gony effective interactions that
have been widely used successfully in studying saturation
properties of symmetric nuclear matter and nuclear struc-
tures near the b stability valley, the calculated symme-
try energies were found to fall approximately equally into
the two groups [4,5]. The density dependence of nuclear
symmetry energy, especially at high densities, has many
profound consequences for various studies in astrophysics
[6,7]. In particular, an increasing Esym!r" leads to a rela-
tively more proton-rich neutron star, whereas a decreasing
one would make the neutron star a pure neutron matter
at high densities. Consequently, the chemical composi-
tion and cooling mechanisms of protoneutron stars [8,9],
critical densities for Kaon condensations in dense stellar
matter [10,11], mass-radius correlations [12,13], as well
as the possibility of a mixed quark-hadron phase [14] in
neutron stars will all be rather different. The fundamental
cause of the extremely uncertain HD behavior of Esym!r"
is the complete lack of terrestrial laboratory data to con-
strain directly the model predictions. In this Letter, high
energy heavy-ion collisions are proposed as a novel means
to constrain stringently the HD behavior of Esym!r". The
upper bound of HD symmetry energy effects on high en-
ergy heavy-ion collisions is explored. It is shown for the
first time that the neutron/proton ratio of HD nuclear mat-
ter formed in high energy heavy-ion collisions is uniquely

determined by the HD behavior of Esym!r". Experimental
signatures of the HD behavior of Esym!r" in two sensitive
observables, i.e., the p2#p1 ratio and the neutron-proton
differential collective flow, are also investigated.

We use here the parabolic approximation of the equation
of state (EOS) for isospin asymmetric nuclear matter [3]

e!r, d" ! e!r, 0" 1 Esym!r"d2, (1)

where e!r, 0" is the energy per nucleon in symmetric
nuclear matter, and d $ !rn 2 rp"#!rn 1 rp" is the
isospin asymmetry in terms of the neutron (rn) and proton
(rp) density, respectively. For the isoscalar part we use
the simplest, momentum-independent parametrization

e!r, 0" !
a
2

u 1
b

1 1 s
us 1

3
5

e0
Fu2#3, (2)

where u $ r#r0 is the reduced density and e0
F !

36 MeV is the Fermi energy. The parameters a !
2358.1 MeV, b ! 304.8 MeV, and s ! 7#6 are de-
termined by saturation properties and a compressibility
K` ! 201 MeV of isospin symmetric nuclear matter. Our
conclusions in this work are independent of the particular
form of e!r, 0". The symmetry energy is [1,3]

Esym!r" $ e!r, 1" 2 e!r, 0" !
5
9

Ekin!r, 0" 1 V2!r" ,

(3)

where Ekin!r, 0" is the kinetic energy per nucleon in sym-
metric nuclear matter and V2!r" is the deviation of the
interaction energy of pure neutron matter from that of sym-
metric nuclear matter. The Esym!r" becomes negative if
the condition V2!r" # 2

5
9 Ekin!r, 0" is reached at high

densities. Thus a pure neutron matter could become most
stable, leading to the isospin separation instability in HD
neutron-rich matter. Consequently, pure neutron domains
or neutron bubbles surrounding isolated protons can be
formed in neutron stars [1]. To represent the two groups
of model predictions, we use for the Esym!r"
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Ea
sym!r" # Esym!r0"u and

Eb
sym!r" # Esym!r0"u

uc 2 u
uc 2 1

, (4)

where Esym!r0" ! 30 MeV is the symmetry energy at nor-
mal nuclear matter density, and uc ! rc$r0 is the reduced
critical density at which the Eb

sym!r" crosses zero and be-
comes negative at higher densities. The predicted value of
uc ranges from about 2.7 (Hartree-Fock with the Skyrme
interaction Sp [5]) to 9 (variational many-body approach
with the UV14 1 UVII interaction [2]). These two forms
of the Esym!r" (inset in the lower window) together with
the corresponding EOS for isospin asymmetric nuclear
matter are shown in Fig. 1. With the linearly increasing
Ea

sym!r", the EOS (upper window) becomes stiffer with
the increasing d. The isospin symmetric nuclear matter
remains to be the ground state at all densities. This is in
stark contrast to the situation using the Eb

sym!r". The EOS
obtained with the Eb

sym!r" and uc ! 3 (lower window),
is softened instead of being stiffened by the increasing
isospin asymmetry d at densities higher than 3r0. At these
high densities, the pure neutron matter and the isospin
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symmetric nuclear matter thus becomes the most stable
and unstable form of HD nuclear matter, respectively.

High energy heavy-ion collisions provide the only
terrestrial situation where the HD neutron-rich matter can
be formed. Moreover, fast radioactive heavy-ion beams to
be available at the planned rare isotope accelerator (RIA)
in the United States can make the HD nuclear matter even
more neutron rich. The HD behavior of Esym!r" affects
properties of the HD nuclear matter formed in high energy
heavy-ion collisions. Moreover, it leads to interesting
precursory phenomena in the experimental observables
of high energy heavy-ion collisions. We investigate
these effects and phenomena within an isospin-dependent
hadronic transport model [15,16]. Evolutions of the phase-
space distribution functions of nucleons, Delta resonances,
and pions with their explicit isospin degrees of freedom
are solved numerically by using the test-particle approach
[17,18]. Both the isoscalar and isovector mean-field
potentials are derived consistently from the nuclear EOS
given above. Isospin-dependent total and differential cross
sections among all particles are taken either from the
elementary particle scattering data or obtained by using
the detailed balance. Explicitly isospin-dependent Pauli
blockings for fermions are also employed. For a review of
the model, we refer the reader to Ref. [19].

Shown in Fig. 2 is the correlation between the isospin
asymmetry d and the baryon density r$r0 at the instant of
20 fm$c in the reaction of 132Sn 1 124Sn at a beam energy
of 400 MeV$nucleon and an impact parameter of 1 fm.
This very reaction will be available at the RIA facility. The
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Fig. 26. Left panel: !!/!+ ratio versus N/Z of the ‘fireball’ measured [51] in various inclusive heavy ion reactions
at 0.8A GeV (full circles). The solid (dashed) curve is a linear (quadratic) least squares fit to the data constrained to be
one at N/Z = 1. The data point (open circle) from the present work holds for Au + Au and was not included in the fit.
Right panel: !!/!+ ratios versus beam energy obtained in transport calculations [70] for the system 132Sn + 124Sn
(N/Z = 1.56), using two options for the symmetry energy, Esy-b, dashed, and Esy-a. The ratios obtained from the
present Au + Au data (solid circles) by linear extrapolation (from N/Z = 1.494) are shown for comparison.

The linear (N/Z) dependence at the higher energy instead of the expected (N/Z)2 depen-
dence of the "-resonance model (the model used in IQMD) can be partially understood when
realizing that the copious pion production will move the system towards chemical equilibrium by
lowering the (N/Z) of the daughter system constrained by total charge conservation [72]. How-
ever, the linear behavior of IQMD at 0.4A GeV, where pion emission is a modest perturbation,
is less trivial, all the more as it disagrees with the non-linear behavior of the data.

A systematics of !!/!+ ratios was first established for inclusive reactions [51] at 0.8A GeV
beam energy using various, also asymmetric systems. In Fig. 26 we reproduce these older data
which were plotted as a function of an estimated [51] ‘fireball’ (N/Z) composition. Due to
the limited accuracy, both linear and quadratic (N/Z) dependences are compatible with these
inclusive data. Our data point for Au+Au at the same energy, but for a central collision selection,
is also shown in the figure and is perfectly compatible with the linear extrapolation.

In Ref. [70] Bao An Li has performed more advanced calculations for 132Sn + 124Sn at
0.4A GeV using two different options for the asymmetry energy, Esy-a, a version that increases
linearly with the density, and Esy-b, an exotic variant that after an increase at lower density
bends back down to cross zero again at # = 3#0. The changes in the !!/!+ ratio that these
very different alternatives induce are shown in Fig. 26 which reproduces results from Fig. 2 of
Ref. [70].

The N/Z ratio of the rare isotope beam combination, N/Z = 1.56 is not very different from
that of 208Pb + 208Pb, N/Z = 1.536 (which would be a more readily available bigger system).
For the reaction 197Au + 197Au studied here, N/Z = 1.494, we anticipate, by linear extrapo-
lation to N/Z = 1.56, !!/!+ ratios that have been added to the figure. With this addition the
problematics already known from the total pion multiplicity studies show up. First, the difference
predicted from the calculation [70] between two rather extreme options is on the 10% level and
hence on the order of the present experimental accuracy, and, second, none of the two predictions
follows the data. Similar conclusions follow if we take the calculations in Ref. [71].

BaoZAn)Li,)PRC)67,)017601)(2003))
)
StaXsXcal)model)of)pion)producXon)
Transport)model)from)
BAL)PRC)44,))450)and)2095)(1991))

124Sn!124Sn, and 132Sn!124Sn in the beam energy range of
200 to 2000 MeV/nucleon. Since we are interested in situa-
tions where the average N/Z ratio of the participant region is
the same as that of the initial reaction system, we concentrate
on central collisions at an impact parameter of 1 fm. To
explore the isospin dependence of the nuclear EOS, two phe-
nomenological equations of states with the same symmetric
part e(! ,0) corresponding to a compressibility K0
"210 MeV but different forms for the symmetry energy
Esym(!) are used. Above the normal nuclear matter density
!0, the density dependence of Esym(!) is very controversial.
Theoretical results with various models and interactions can
be classified into two approximately equally large groups,
i.e., a group where the Esym(!) rises monotonously and one
in which it begins to fall above about 2!0, see, e.g., Refs.
"13,24,25#. As in Ref. "15#, we use the following two repre-
sentative parametrizations:

Esym
a $!%&Esym$!0%u $3%

and

Esym
b $!%&Esym$!0%u

3#u
2 , $4%

where u&!/!0 is the reduced density. The linearly increas-
ing Esym

a (!) is the typical prediction of the relativistic mean
field theory "14,26#. The Esym

b (!) first increases with density,
then starts to decrease above 1.5!0 and becomes zero at 3!0.
It approximates the prediction of Hartree-Fock calculations

using several Skyrme "13#, separable monopole $SMO% "24#,
and/or Gogny effective interactions "25#.
Shown in Fig. 1 are typical results for the three reactions.

In the left panels we examine the average isospin asymmetry
(n/p)!'!0

of the whole space where the local densities are
higher than the !0. Effects of the symmetry energy is clearly
seen after about 10 fm/c when a sufficiently high compres-
sion has been reached. The Esym

a (!) "Esym
b (!)# makes the

high density region more neutron poor $rich% compared to the
initial system due to the continuous isospin fractionation
"15#. This effect is stronger for the more neutron-rich sys-
tems as one expects. Shown in the right panels are the
((#/(!) like ratio,

$(#/(!% like&
(#!)#! 1

3 )0

(!!)!!! 1
3 )!

. $5%

This ratio naturally becomes the final (#/(! ratio at the
freeze-out after all ) resonances have decayed. In the early
stage of the reaction, the ((#/(!) like ratio is rather high for
the neutron-richer systems because of the large numbers of
neutron-neutron scatterings near the surfaces where the neu-
tron skins of the colliding nuclei overlap. It saturates after
about 25 fm/c for all three systems. The higher (#/(! ratio
with the symmetry energy Esym

b (!) reflects directly the
higher n/p ratio reached in the high density region. To fur-
ther examine the system dependence, we plot the saturated
final (#/(! ratio as a function (N/Z)system in the left win-

FIG. 1. Left panels: average
neutron/proton ratio in the whole
space with densities higher than
the normal nuclear matter density
as a function of time. Right pan-
els: the (pi#/(!) like ratio as a
function of time for the three reac-
tions. The solid $dashed% lines are
the results using the symmetry en-
ergy Esym

a (!) "Esym
b (!)# .
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Data)are)from)Au+Au)collission,)linearly)interpolated)
from)N/Z=1.494)to)N/Z)=)1.56)(132Sn)+)124Sn))for)which)
the)calculaXon)was)made.)
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Kinetic energy distribution of the single
!!/!+ ratio for 132 Sn+124 Sn and 112 Sn+112 Sn at a beam energy of
400 MeV/nucleon and an impact parameter of b = 1 fm with the stiff
(x = !1) and soft (x = 0) symmetry energies. The dashed-dotted
curve is the single !!/!+ ratio obtained by turning off the Coulomb
potentials in the 132 Sn+124 Sn reaction.

the neutron-rich system 132Sn+124Sn the single !!/!+ ratio
is sensitive to the symmetry energy, and this is consistent
with previous studies [28–31]. It is further seen that the soft
symmetry energy (x = 0) leads to a larger single !!/!+

ratio than the stiff one (x = !1). This is mainly because the
high-density region where most pions are produced is more
neutron-rich with the softer symmetry energy as a result of the
isospin fractionation [28].

From Fig. 2, it is also interesting to see that the single
!!/!+ ratio exhibits a peak at a pion kinetic energy of about
45 MeV in all cases considered here. To understand the origin
of this peak, we also calculated the single !!/!+ ratios in both
reactions by turning off the Coulomb potentials for all charged
particles. As an example, shown in Fig. 2 with the dashed-
dotted curve, is the single !!/!+ ratio obtained by turning
off the Coulomb potentials in the 132Sn+124Sn reaction. It is
seen that the single !!/!+ ratio now becomes approximately
a constant of about 2.4. The latter is what one expects based on
the " resonance model [46], according to which the !!/!+

ratio is approximately (5N2 + NZ)/(5Z2 + NZ) " (N/Z)2

in central heavy-ion reactions, with N and Z being the total neu-
tron and proton numbers in the participant region. For central
132Sn+124Sn reactions the value is about 2.43. At 400 MeV/
nucleon, pions are almost exclusively produced via the "
resonances [47]; it thus should not be a surprise to see the
agreement with the " resonance model expectation. The
comparison of calculations with and without the Coulomb
potentials clearly indicates that the peak observed in the single
!!/!+ ratio is indeed due to the Coulomb effects. The !!/!+

ratio carries some information about the symmetry energy
mainly because it is sensitive to the isospin asymmetry of the
nucleonic matter where pions are produced. This information
might be distorted but is not completely lost because of the
Coulomb interactions of pions with other particles. It is thus
natural to look for signals of the symmetry energy in kinematic
regions where the !!/!+ ratio reaches its maximum. In this

regard, the Coulomb peak is actually very useful for studying
the symmetry energy. It is necessary to stress that in many
situations the Coulomb peak will simply appear at zero instead
of a finite kinetic energy. One would then need to concentrate
on the !!/!+ ratio of low-energy pions. In addition, it
should be mentioned that most of pions are produced in
the high-densiy nucleonic matter (about 2#0) through the "
resonances and thus carry important information about the
high-density behavior of the symmetry energy. Since the pions
at lower kinetic energies around the Coulomb peak experience
many rescatterings with nucleons at high or low densities
and the charged pions considered here also feel the Coulomb
potential from protons at different densities, the information
on high-density symmetry energy from the lower-energy pions
may be distorted partially by the low-density behavior of the
symmetry energy [30]. However, in the present work, the soft
(x = 0) and stiff (x = !1) symmetry energies have slight
difference at low densities, and the large difference appears
at high densities (about 2#0), as shown in Fig. 1, and we thus
expect the observed symmetry energy effects on the energy
dependence of the !!/!+ ratio to reflect mainly (though
not only) information on the high-density behavior of the
symmetry energy.

To reduce the systematic errors, it is more useful to study
the double !!/!+ ratio in the reactions of 132Sn+124Sn and
112Sn+112Sn. A practically critical question is whether the
sensitivity to the symmetry energy observed in the single
!!/!+ ratio can be sustained by the double ratio. To answer
this question we examine in Fig. 3 the double !!/!+ ratio
for the two reactions considered. It is seen that the kinetic
energy dependence of the double !!/!+ ratio is rather
different from that for the stiff (x = !1) and soft (x = 0)
symmetry energies. The double !!/!+ ratio is quite flat
for x = 0 while displaying a concave structure for x = !1
around the Coulomb peak. These different behaviors can be
understood from the corresponding single !!/!+ ratios in
the two reactions as shown in Fig. 2. It is reassuring to
see that around the Coulomb peak the double !!/!+ ratio

FIG. 3. (Color online) Kinetic energy dependence of the double
!!/!+ ratio of 132 Sn+124 Sn over 112 Sn+112 Sn at a beam energy
of 400 MeV/nucleon and an impact parameter b = 1 fm with stiff
(x = !1) and soft (x = 0) symmetry energies.
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Based on the isospin- and momentum-dependent hadronic transport model IBUU04, effects of the nuclear
symmetry energy on the single and double !"/!+ ratios in central reactions of 132Sn+124Sn and 112Sn+112Sn at
a beam energy of 400 MeV/nucleon are studied. It is found that around the Coulomb peak of the single !"/!+

ratio the double !"/!+ ratio taken from the two isotopic reactions retains about the same sensitivity to the
density dependence of nuclear symmetry energy. Because the double !"/!+ ratio can significantly reduce the
systematic errors, it is thus a more effective probe for the high-density behavior of the nuclear symmetry energy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

After about three decades of intensive efforts in both
nuclear experiments and theories, the equation of state (EOS)
of isospin symmetric nuclear matter is now relatively well
determined, mainly by studying collective flows in heavy-ion
collisions [1] and nuclear giant monopole resonances [2]. The
major remaining uncertainty about the EOS of symmetric
nuclear matter is due to our poor knowledge about the
density dependence of the nuclear symmetry energy [1,3,4].
Therefore the new challenge is to determine the EOS of isospin
asymmetric nuclear matter, especially the density dependence
of the nuclear symmetry energy. Besides being of great interest
in nuclear physics, the EOS of asymmetric nuclear matter
is also crucial in many astrophysical processes, especially
in connection with the structure of neutron stars and the
dynamical evolution of proto-neutron stars [5]. Fortunately,
heavy-ion reactions, especially those induced by radioactive
beams, provide a unique opportunity to constrain the EOS
of asymmetric nuclear matter [6–8]. In fact, considerable
progress has been made recently in determining the density
dependence of the nuclear symmetry energy around the normal
nuclear matter density by studying the isospin diffusion in
heavy-ion reactions at intermediate energies [9–11]. However,
much more work is still needed to probe the high-density
behavior of the nuclear symmetry energy.

A crucial task is to find experimental observables that are
sensitive to the density dependence of the nuclear symmetry
energy. A number of such observables have been already
identified in heavy-ion collisions induced by neutron-rich
nuclei, such as the free neutron/proton ratio [12], the isospin
fractionation [13–18], the neutron-proton transverse differ-
ential flow [19–21], the neutron-proton correlation function
[22], t/3He [23,24], the isospin diffusion [25,26], the proton
differential elliptic flow [27], and the !"/!+ ratio [28–31].

!Electronic address: yonggaochan@impcas.ac.cn

Generally, the long-range Coulomb force on charged particles
plays an important role in the above observables. It is thus
important to distinguish the effects due to the symmetry
potentials from those due to the Coulomb potentials. It is also
useful to understand the interplay between these two kinds of
potentials. Moreover, to extract information accurately about
the symmetry energy one has to reduce as much as possible
the systematic errors involved in the observables used in
experiments. For this purpose one normally studys the ratios or
relative values of experimental observables from two reaction
systems by using different isotopes of the same element. The
first theoretical investigation of such an observable, the double
neutron/proton ratio of pre-equilibrium nucleons, was reported
recently in Ref. [32]. Since the single !"/!+ ratio in heavy-ion
collisions induced by neutron-rich nuclei has been shown to
be a useful probe of the high-density behavior of the nuclear
symmetry energy [28,30,31], we study here the effects of
the symmetry energy on the double !"/!+ ratio from the
reactions of 132Sn+124Sn and 112Sn+112Sn, i.e., the ratio of
!"/!+ from 132Sn+124Sn over that from 112Sn+112Sn, by
using the IBUU04 model. It is well known that the single
!"/!+ ratio has a Coulomb peak at certain pion kinetic energy
depending on the system and the impact parameter of the
reaction [33–36]. It is thus especially interesting to examine
the sensitivity of the double !"/!+ ratio to the symmetry
energy around the Coulomb peak. We find that around the
Coulomb peak the double !"/!+ ratio has about the same
sensitivity to the symmetry energy as the single !"/!+ ratio
while having the advantage of reduced systematic errors.

II. A BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO THE
IBUU04 TRANSPORT MODEL

In the IBUU04 model, besides nucleons, " and N! res-
onances as well as pions and their isospin-dependent dy-
namics are included. The initial neutron and proton density
distributions of the projectile and target are obtained by
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using the relativistic mean field theory. The experimental
free-space nucleon-nucleon (NN) scattering cross sections and
the in-medium NN cross sections can be used optionally. In
the present work we use the isospin-dependent in-medium
NN elastic cross sections from the scaling model according to
nucleon effective masses [11]. For the inelastic cross sections
we use the experimental data from free-space NN collisions,
since the in-medium inelastic NN cross sections are still
very controversial. The total and differential cross sections
for all other particles are taken either from experimental
data or obtained by using the detailed balance formula. The
isospin-dependent phase-space distribution functions of the
particles involved are solved by using the test-particle method
numerically. The isospin-dependence of Pauli blockings for
fermions is also considered. More details can be found
in Refs. [11,12,37–39]. The momentum-dependent single-
nucleon potential (MDI) adopted here is [38]

U (!, ", p, # ) = Au(x)
!# !

!0
+ Al(x)

!#
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!
!
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#
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. (1)

In the above equation, " = (!n " !p)/(!n + !p) is the isospin
asymmetry parameter, ! = !n + !p is the baryon density,
and !n, !p are the neutron and the proton densities, re-
spectively. # = 1/2 ("1/2) for the neutron (the proton)
and # #= # !, $ = 4/3; f# (r, p) is the phase-space distribution
function at coordinate r and momentum p. The parameters
Au(x), Al(x), B,C#,# , C#,# ! and % were set by reproducing
the momentum-dependent potential U (!, ", p, # ) predicted by
the Gogny Hartree-Fock and/or the Brueckner-Hartree-Fock
calculations, the saturation properties of symmetric nuclear
matter, and the symmetry energy of about 32 MeV at normal
nuclear matter density !0 = 0.16 fm"3. The incompressibility
of symmetric nuclear matter at normal density is set to be
211 MeV. The parameters Au(x) and Al(x) depend on the x
parameter according to

Au(x) = "95.98 " 2B

$ + 1
x,

(2)
Al(x) = "120.57 + 2B

$ + 1
x,

where B = 106.35 MeV. % = p0
F is the nucleon Fermi mo-

mentum in symmetric nuclear matter, C#,# ! = "103.4 MeV,
and C#,# = "11.7 MeV. The C#,# ! and C#,# terms are the
momentum-dependent interactions of a nucleon with unlike
and like nucleons in the surrounding nuclear matter. The
parameter x is introduced to mimic various density-dependent
symmetry energies Esym(!) predicted by microscopic and
phenomenological many-body approaches [40]. The isoscalar
part (Un + Up)/2 [37,39] of the single-nucleon potential was
shown to be in good agreement with that of the variational
many-body calculations [41] and the results of the BHF

FIG. 1. (Color online) Density dependence of nuclear symmetry
energy, using the MDI interaction with x = 0 and x = "1. Taken
from Ref. [32].

approach including three-body forces [42]. The isovector part
(Un " Up)/2" [37] is consistent with the experimental Lane
potential [43].

According to essentially all microscopic model calculations
(see e.g. [44,45]), the EOS for isospin asymmetric nuclear
matter can be expressed as

E(!, ") = E(!, 0) + Esym(!)"2 + O("4), (3)

where E(!, 0) is the energy per nucleon of symmetric nuclear
matter and Esym(!) is the nuclear symmetry energy. With
the single-particle potential U (!, ", p, # ), for a given value
x, one can readily calculate the symmetry energy Esym(!)
as a function of density. Noticing that the isospin diffusion
data from NSCL/MSU have constrained the value of x to
be between 0 and "1 for nuclear matter densities less than
about 1.2!0 [10,11]; in the present work we thus consider only
the two values x = 0 and x = "1. Shown in Fig. 1 is the
density dependence of the nuclear symmetry energy with
the two x parameters. It is seen that the case of x = 0 gives a
softer symmetry energy than that of x = "1, and the difference
becomes larger at higher densities.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

It was found earlier that the single &"/&+ ratio from
heavy-ion collisions induced by neutron-rich nuclei can be
used to probe the high-density behavior of the nuclear
symmetry energy [28–31]. In Fig. 2 we show the kinetic energy
distribution of the single &"/&+ ratio for the reactions of
132Sn+124Sn and 112Sn+112Sn at a beam energy of 400 MeV/
nucleon and an impact parameter of b = 1 fm with the stiff
(x = "1) and soft (x = 0) symmetry energy, respectively. In
order to obtain good statistics, we used 12,000 events for
each reaction in the present work. It is seen that the overall
magnitude of the &"/&+ ratio is larger for the neutron-rich
system 132Sn+124Sn, than for the neutron-deficient system
112Sn+112Sn, as expected. For the reaction 112Sn+112Sn the
single &"/&+ ratio is not so sensitive to the symmetry
energy, due to the small isospin asymmetry. However, for
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approach including three-body forces [42]. The isovector part
(Un " Up)/2" [37] is consistent with the experimental Lane
potential [43].

According to essentially all microscopic model calculations
(see e.g. [44,45]), the EOS for isospin asymmetric nuclear
matter can be expressed as

E(!, ") = E(!, 0) + Esym(!)"2 + O("4), (3)

where E(!, 0) is the energy per nucleon of symmetric nuclear
matter and Esym(!) is the nuclear symmetry energy. With
the single-particle potential U (!, ", p, # ), for a given value
x, one can readily calculate the symmetry energy Esym(!)
as a function of density. Noticing that the isospin diffusion
data from NSCL/MSU have constrained the value of x to
be between 0 and "1 for nuclear matter densities less than
about 1.2!0 [10,11]; in the present work we thus consider only
the two values x = 0 and x = "1. Shown in Fig. 1 is the
density dependence of the nuclear symmetry energy with
the two x parameters. It is seen that the case of x = 0 gives a
softer symmetry energy than that of x = "1, and the difference
becomes larger at higher densities.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

It was found earlier that the single &"/&+ ratio from
heavy-ion collisions induced by neutron-rich nuclei can be
used to probe the high-density behavior of the nuclear
symmetry energy [28–31]. In Fig. 2 we show the kinetic energy
distribution of the single &"/&+ ratio for the reactions of
132Sn+124Sn and 112Sn+112Sn at a beam energy of 400 MeV/
nucleon and an impact parameter of b = 1 fm with the stiff
(x = "1) and soft (x = 0) symmetry energy, respectively. In
order to obtain good statistics, we used 12,000 events for
each reaction in the present work. It is seen that the overall
magnitude of the &"/&+ ratio is larger for the neutron-rich
system 132Sn+124Sn, than for the neutron-deficient system
112Sn+112Sn, as expected. For the reaction 112Sn+112Sn the
single &"/&+ ratio is not so sensitive to the symmetry
energy, due to the small isospin asymmetry. However, for
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of nucleon emissions [12], neutron–proton differential flow
[13], neutron–proton correlation function [14], t/3He [15,16],
!!/!+ [17–20], "!/"+ [21] and K0/K+ ratios [22], etc.
Among these observables, the neutron/proton ratio of nucleon
emissions has probably the highest sensitivity to the symme-
try energy. This is because symmetry potentials act directly on
nucleons and normally nucleon emissions are rather abundant
in typical heavy-ion reactions. However, it is very challeng-
ing to measure some of these observables, especially those in-
volving neutrons. The measurement of neutrons, especially the
low energy ones, always suffers from low detection efficien-
cies even for the most advanced neutron detectors. Therefore,
observables involving neutrons normally have large system-
atic errors. Moreover, for essentially all of these observables,
the Coulomb force on charged particles plays an important
role. It sometimes competes strongly with the symmetry po-
tentials. One has to disentangle carefully effects of the sym-
metry potentials from those due to the Coulomb potentials. It
is thus very desirable to find experimental observables which
can reduce the influence of both the Coulomb force and the
systematic errors associated with neutrons. The double neu-
tron/proton ratio of nucleon emissions taken from two reaction
systems using four isotopes of the same element, namely, the
neutron/proton ratio in the neutron-rich system over that in
the more symmetric system, was recently proposed by Lynch
et al. [23] as a candidate of such an observable. They have
actually measured the double neutron/proton ratio in central re-
actions of 124Sn + 124Sn and 112Sn + 112Sn at a beam energy
of 50 MeV/nucleon at the National Superconducting Cyclotron
Laboratory [23]. While the experimental data are currently be-
ing finalized, we report here transport model analyzes of the
double neutron/proton rations. Besides the above two reac-
tions we also study the double neutron/proton ratio in 132Sn+
124Sn and 112Sn + 112Sn reactions at 400 MeV/nucleon. It
is shown that the double neutron/proton ratio has about the
same sensitivity to the density dependence of symmetry en-
ergy as the corresponding single ratio in the respective neutron-
rich system involved. Given the advantages of measuring the
double neutron/proton ratios over the single ones, the study
of double neutron/proton ratios will be more useful for fur-
ther constraining the symmetry energy of neutron-rich mat-
ter.

2. A summary of the IBUU04 transport model

Our study is carried out using the IBUU04 version of an
isospin and momentum-dependent transport model for nuclear
reactions induced by neutron-rich nuclei [7]. For completeness
and consistency we outline here a few major features most rel-
evant to the present study. More details of the model can be
found in Refs. [7,10]. The single nucleon potential is one of
the most important inputs to all transport models for nuclear
reactions. In the IBUU04 transport model, we use a single nu-
cleon potential derived within the Hartree–Fock approach using
a modified Gogny effective interaction (MDI) [24], i.e.,

U(#, $, "p, %, x)
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Here $ = (#n ! #p)/# is the isospin asymmetry of the nuclear
medium. In the above % = 1/2 (!1/2) for neutrons (protons)
and % $= % #; & = 4/3; f% ("r, "p) is the phase space distribution
function at coordinate "r and momentum "p. The parameters
Au(x), Al(x), B, C%,% , C%,% # and ' were obtained by fit-
ting the momentum-dependence of the U(#, $, "p, %, x) to that
predicted by the Gogny–Hartree–Fock and/or the Brueckner–
Hartree–Fock (BHF) calculations [25], the saturation properties
of symmetric nuclear matter and the symmetry energy of about
30 MeV at normal nuclear matter density #0 = 0.16 fm!3 [24].
The incompressibility K0 of symmetric nuclear matter at #0 is
set to be 211 MeV consistent with the latest conclusion from
studying giant resonances [26–28]. The parameters Au(x) and
Al(x) depend on the x parameter according to

Au(x) = !95.98! x
2B

& + 1 ,

(2)Al(x) = !120.57+ x
2B

& + 1 .

The parameter x can be adjusted to mimic predictions on the
density dependence of symmetry energy Esym(#) by micro-
scopic and/or phenomenological many-body theories. Shown
in Fig. 1 is the density dependence of the symmetry energy for
x = 0 and !1. The recent analyzes of the MSU isospin diffu-
sion data have allowed us to constrain the x parameter to be be-
tween these two values for densities less than about 1.2#0 [10].
The corresponding symmetry energy can be parameterized as
Esym(#) % 31.6(#/#0)1.1 and Esym(#) % 31.6(#/#0)0.69 for
x = !1 and x = 0, respectively. The main purpose of this work
is to investigate whether the double neutron/proton ratio can

Fig. 1. (Color online.) Symmetry energy as a function of density for the MDI
interaction with x = 0 and !1.
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Shown in Fig. 2 are the calculated !!=!" ratios in
comparison with the FOPI data at 0:4A GeV with the
reduced impact parameter b0 # b=bmax $ 0:15 as a func-
tion of the neutron/proton ratio of the reaction system. The
inset shows the !!=!" ratio as a function of b0 for the
96Ru" 96Ru reaction at 0:4A GeV. It is seen that both the
data and the calculations exhibit very weak b0 dependence
for the !!=!" ratio, even for midcentral reactions where
we found that the multiplicities of both !! and !" vary
appreciably with the b0. For the symmetric 40Ca" 40Ca
and the slightly asymmetric 96Ru" 96Ru reactions, calcu-
lations using both x % 1 and x % 0 can well reproduce the
FOPI data. Interestingly, for the more neutron-rich reac-
tions of 96Zr" 96Zr and 197Au" 197Au calculations with
x % 0, 0.5 and 1 are clearly separated from each other. The
FOPI data favor clearly the calculation with x % 1. As
shown in Fig. 1, with x % 1 the Esym&"' at " ( 2"0

reached in the reaction is very small, leading to a rather
high N=Z in the participant region and thus the larger
!!=!" ratio observed. For comparisons, the IQMD result
from Ref. [29] is also shown. As seen in Fig. 1, the Esym&"'
used in the IQMD, the MDI Esym&"' with x % 0 and the
APR prediction are all very close to each other for "0 <
" $ 3"0. Thus, not surprisingly, the !!=!" ratios from
the IQMD and the IBUU04 with x % 0 are very close, too.
Moreover, they both grow approximately according to the
scaling !!=!" ) &N=Z'2 predicted by the !&1232' reso-
nance model but fall far below the FOPI data. Our calcu-
lations with varying values of x indicate that a strong
symmetry potential is at work at this energy as one expects.
While not perfectly reproduced by our calculations even
with x % 1, the FOPI data suggest unambiguously that the
Esym&"' is rather soft at supra-saturation densities com-
pared to the APR prediction.

Since the most central Au" Au collision is most sensi-
tive to the Esym&"' among the reactions considered here,
we now turn to the excitation functions of the pion yield
and the !!=!" ratio in these reactions. Figure 3 displays
the excitation function of the pion multiplicity per partici-
pant M!=Apart. In order to compare with the data directly,
the total pion multiplicity is obtained from the charged
pions only by using 1:5&M!! "M!"' and the number of
participants is calculated from 0:9Asys where Asys is the
total mass of the colliding system as done in the data
analysis [29]. It is seen that the results of the calculations
are in reasonably good agreement with the available data.
We notice here that, unlike the !!=!" ratio which has the
advantage of reducing significantly not only systematic
errors but also effects of isoscalar nuclear potentials, the
pion yield also depends appreciably on the EOS of sym-
metric nuclear matter [29,38]. The inset illustrates the time
evolution of the central density with the maximum value
varying from about 2:2"0 to 3:5"0 for the beam energy
from 0.25 to 1:2A GeV.

Shown in Fig. 4 are the excitation functions of the
!!=!" ratio calculated with the IBUU04 and the IQMD

in comparison with the FOPI data. First of all, the decreas-
ing trend of the !!=!" ratio with the increasing beam
energy is well reproduced by all calculations. Most inter-
estingly, IBUU04 calculations with x % 1 can best de-
scribe the FOPI data over the whole energy range.
Moreover, the !!=!" ratio is more sensitive to the
Esym&"' at lower beam energies as expected.
Putting together all available information, we infer that

the Esym&"' reaches a maximum somewhere between "0

and 2"0 before it starts decreasing at higher densities. This
indicates the importance of the development at NSCL/
MSU [46] and RIKEN [47] of Time Projection Chambers
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FIG. 3 (color online). Excitation function of the pion multi-
plicity per participant M!=Apart in the most central Au" Au
collisions. The inset shows the time evolution of the central
density.
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Within an isospin- and momentum-dependent hadronic transport model, it is shown that the recent

FOPI data on the !!=!" ratio in central heavy-ion collisions at SIS/GSI energies [Willy Reisdorf et al.,

Nucl. Phys. A 781, 459 (2007)] provide circumstantial evidence suggesting a rather soft nuclear symmetry

energy Esym#"$ at " % 2"0 compared to the Akmal-Pandharipande-Ravenhall prediction. Some astro-

physical implications and the need for further experimental confirmations are discussed.
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The density dependence of the nuclear symmetry energy
Esym#"$ is critical for understanding not only the structure
of rare isotopes [1] and heavy-ion reactions [2–6], but also
many interesting issues in astrophysics [6–9]. To determine
the Esym#"$ and thus the equation of state (EOS) of
neutron-rich nuclear matter has been a long-standing goal
of both nuclear physics and astrophysics. While both fields
have some promising tools for probing the Esym#"$ over a
broad density range, they all have some limitations. Thus,
only by combining carefully complementary information
from both fields will we have ultimately a good under-
standing about the Esym#"$. While significant progress has
been made over the last few years in constraining the
Esym#"$ at subsaturation densities using terrestrial nuclear
laboratory data [6], still very little is known about the
Esym#"$ at suprasaturation densities.

In fact, the high density behavior of the Esym#"$ has long
been regarded as the most uncertain property of dense
neutron-rich nuclear matter [10,11]. Presently, at supra-
saturation densities, even the trend of the Esym#"$, i.e.,
whether it increases continuously or decreases at some
point with the increasing density, is still controversial.
While many microscopic and/or phenomenological
many-body theories using various interactions, such as
the Relativistic Mean-Field [12] and Brueckner-Hartree-
Fock approaches [13], predict that the Esym#"$ increases
continuously at all densities, an approximately equal num-
ber of other models including the Variational Many-Body
theory [14–16] and the Dirac-Brueckner-Hartree-Fock [17]
predict that the Esym#"$ first increases to a maximum
and then may start decreasing at certain supra-saturation
densities depending on the interactions used [18].
Additionally, the nonrelativistic Hartree-Fock (HF) ap-
proach using many Skyrme [1,19–21], Gogny [22],
Myers-Swiatecki [23], and the density-dependent M3Y
interactions [24,25] or the nonrelativistic Thomas-Fermi
approach using the Seyler-Blanchard interaction [26] also
lead to decreasing Esym#"$ starting at some suprasaturation
densities. Thus, currently the theoretical predictions on the

Esym#"$ at suprasaturation densities are extremely diverse.
Therefore, to make further progress in determining the
Esym#"$ at suprasaturation densities, what is most critically
needed is some guidance from experiments. In this Letter,
we report circumstantial evidence suggesting a rather soft
nuclear symmetry energy Esym#"$ at " % 2"0 compared to
the Akmal-Pandharipande-Ravenhall (APR) prediction
[27] based on a transport model (IBUU04 [28]) analysis
of the recent FOPI data on the !!=!" ratio from central
heavy-ion collisions at SIS/GSI energies [29].
The isospin and momentum-dependent mean-field po-

tential (MDI) used in the IBUU04 reads [30]
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where "n and "p denote the neutron ($ & 1=2) and proton
($ & !1=2) density, respectively, and # & #"n !
"p$=#"n " "p$ is the isospin asymmetry of the nuclear
medium. All parameters in the above equation can be
found in Refs. [28]. The variable x is introduced to mimic
different forms of the Esym#"$ predicted by various many-
body theories without changing any property of the sym-
metric nuclear matter and the Esym#"$ at normal density "0.
The Esym#"$with x values of 1, 0.5, 0, and!1 are shown in
Fig. 1. By setting x & 1, one recovers the HF prediction
using the original Gogny force [30]. As it is well known,
the latter predicts a soft Esym#"$ decreasing with increasing
density at suprasaturation densities. For comparisons,
shown also are the Esym#"$ & 12:5"="0 " 12:7#"="0$2=3
used in the IQMD (Isospin-Dependent QuantumMolecular
Dynamics) [31] and the well-known APR prediction [27].
The latter has been widely used in calibrating other model
calculations. In terms of reproducing the experimental
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data, the IBUU04 model has had modest successes so far
[6]. While the NSCL/MSU isospin diffusion data [32]
allowed us to limit the Esym!!" at subsaturation densities

to be between that with x # 0 and x # $1 [33,34], the
same model parameter sets underpredict [35] significantly
the double neutron/proton ratio of Ref. [36]. Nevertheless,
it is interesting to mention that the above limited range of
the Esym!!" for ! % !0 is consistent with that extracted

very recently from analyses using the ImQMD (Improved
QMD) model which can reproduce both the isospin diffu-
sion data and the double neutron/proton ratio simulta-
neously [37]. It is also worth noting that the APR
prediction for the Esym!!" at subsaturation densities lies

right between that with x # 0 and x # $1.
Among the most sensitive probes of the Esym!!" at

suprasaturation densities proposed in the literature [6],
the "$="& ratio in heavy-ion collisions is particularly
promising. Qualitatively, the advantage of using the
"$="& ratio is evident within both the !!1232" resonance
model [38] and the statistical model [39] for pion produc-
tion. Assuming only first chance inelastic nucleon-nucleon
collisions produce pions and neglecting their reabsorp-
tions, the ! resonance model predicts a primordial
"$="& ratio of !"$="&"res ' !5N2 & NZ"=!5Z2 &
NZ" ( !N=Z"2dense, where the N and Z are neutron and
proton numbers in the participant region of the reaction.
The "$="& ratio is thus a direct measure of the isospin
asymmetry !N=Z"dense of the dense matter formed. The
latter is determined by the Esym!!" through the dynamical

isospin fractionation [40], namely, the high (low) density
region is more neutron-rich (poor) with a lower Esym!!" at
suprasaturation densities. Since effects of the Esym!!" are
obtained mainly through the corresponding nuclear mean-
field which dominates the dynamics of heavy-ion reactions
at relatively low energies, based on the resonance model
one thus expects the "$="& probe to be most effective at
beam energies near the pion production threshold E"

th (

300 MeV. On the other hand, assuming pions have gone
through multiple production-reabsorption cycles and
reached thermal-chemical equilibrium, the statistical
model predicts that "$="& / exp)2!#n $#p"=T* #
exp)8$Esym!!"=T*, where T is the temperature. Thus, in
this model the "$="& ratio measures directly the Esym!!"
at the pion freeze-out. Meanwhile, at energies much higher
than the E"

th where pions are abundant, the reaction dy-
namics is dominated by scatterings among all hadrons
instead of the nuclear mean-field [41]. Therefore, one
expects that the "$="& probe becomes less effective at
very high energies where other observables, such as, the
neutron-proton differential flow [42,43], may be more
useful for probing the high density Esym!!". More quanti-
tatively and realistically compared to the above two ideal-
ized models, several hadronic transport models have shown
consistently that the "$="& ratio is indeed sensitive to the
Esym!!" [43–45] especially near the E"

th. Moreover, by
varying separately the Esym!!" at sub and suprasaturation
densities in IBUU04 simulations we found that the"$="&

ratio in collisions near the E"
th is much more sensitive to the

variation of the Esym!!" at suprasaturation rather than
subsaturation densities.
Recently, Reisdorf et al. studied systematically the

"$="& ratio in 40Ca& 40Ca, 96Ru& 96Ru, 96Zr& 96Zr,
and 197Au& 197Au reactions using the FOPI detector at
SIS/GSI [29]. Their "$="& data are the most extensive
and accurate ones available in the literature, thus providing
us the best opportunity so far to extract the Esym!!" at
suprasaturation densities.

FIG. 1 (color online). Density dependence of nuclear symme-
try energy predicted by APR, used in IQMD and the present
work (MDI).
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FIG. 2 (color online). The "$="& ratio as a function of the
neutron/proton ratio of the reaction system at 0:4A GeV with
the reduced impact parameter of b=bmax % 0:15. The inset is
the impact parameter dependence of the "$="& ratio for the
96Ru& 96Ru reaction at 0:4A GeV.
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Shown in Fig. 2 are the calculated !!=!" ratios in
comparison with the FOPI data at 0:4A GeV with the
reduced impact parameter b0 # b=bmax $ 0:15 as a func-
tion of the neutron/proton ratio of the reaction system. The
inset shows the !!=!" ratio as a function of b0 for the
96Ru" 96Ru reaction at 0:4A GeV. It is seen that both the
data and the calculations exhibit very weak b0 dependence
for the !!=!" ratio, even for midcentral reactions where
we found that the multiplicities of both !! and !" vary
appreciably with the b0. For the symmetric 40Ca" 40Ca
and the slightly asymmetric 96Ru" 96Ru reactions, calcu-
lations using both x % 1 and x % 0 can well reproduce the
FOPI data. Interestingly, for the more neutron-rich reac-
tions of 96Zr" 96Zr and 197Au" 197Au calculations with
x % 0, 0.5 and 1 are clearly separated from each other. The
FOPI data favor clearly the calculation with x % 1. As
shown in Fig. 1, with x % 1 the Esym&"' at " ( 2"0

reached in the reaction is very small, leading to a rather
high N=Z in the participant region and thus the larger
!!=!" ratio observed. For comparisons, the IQMD result
from Ref. [29] is also shown. As seen in Fig. 1, the Esym&"'
used in the IQMD, the MDI Esym&"' with x % 0 and the
APR prediction are all very close to each other for "0 <
" $ 3"0. Thus, not surprisingly, the !!=!" ratios from
the IQMD and the IBUU04 with x % 0 are very close, too.
Moreover, they both grow approximately according to the
scaling !!=!" ) &N=Z'2 predicted by the !&1232' reso-
nance model but fall far below the FOPI data. Our calcu-
lations with varying values of x indicate that a strong
symmetry potential is at work at this energy as one expects.
While not perfectly reproduced by our calculations even
with x % 1, the FOPI data suggest unambiguously that the
Esym&"' is rather soft at supra-saturation densities com-
pared to the APR prediction.

Since the most central Au" Au collision is most sensi-
tive to the Esym&"' among the reactions considered here,
we now turn to the excitation functions of the pion yield
and the !!=!" ratio in these reactions. Figure 3 displays
the excitation function of the pion multiplicity per partici-
pant M!=Apart. In order to compare with the data directly,
the total pion multiplicity is obtained from the charged
pions only by using 1:5&M!! "M!"' and the number of
participants is calculated from 0:9Asys where Asys is the
total mass of the colliding system as done in the data
analysis [29]. It is seen that the results of the calculations
are in reasonably good agreement with the available data.
We notice here that, unlike the !!=!" ratio which has the
advantage of reducing significantly not only systematic
errors but also effects of isoscalar nuclear potentials, the
pion yield also depends appreciably on the EOS of sym-
metric nuclear matter [29,38]. The inset illustrates the time
evolution of the central density with the maximum value
varying from about 2:2"0 to 3:5"0 for the beam energy
from 0.25 to 1:2A GeV.

Shown in Fig. 4 are the excitation functions of the
!!=!" ratio calculated with the IBUU04 and the IQMD

in comparison with the FOPI data. First of all, the decreas-
ing trend of the !!=!" ratio with the increasing beam
energy is well reproduced by all calculations. Most inter-
estingly, IBUU04 calculations with x % 1 can best de-
scribe the FOPI data over the whole energy range.
Moreover, the !!=!" ratio is more sensitive to the
Esym&"' at lower beam energies as expected.
Putting together all available information, we infer that

the Esym&"' reaches a maximum somewhere between "0

and 2"0 before it starts decreasing at higher densities. This
indicates the importance of the development at NSCL/
MSU [46] and RIKEN [47] of Time Projection Chambers
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FIG. 3 (color online). Excitation function of the pion multi-
plicity per participant M!=Apart in the most central Au" Au
collisions. The inset shows the time evolution of the central
density.
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Fig. 25. Upper left panel: excitation function of the 4! -integrated ratio of !!/!+ yields in central Au + Au collisions.
The experimental data are joined by a least squares fit of the function c0 + c!1(E/A)!1 excluding the lowest energy
point. The IQMD SM prediction (triangles) is also given. Upper right and lower left panels: the N/Z dependence at
1.5A, respectively 0.4A GeV of the !!/!+ ratio. The solid lines are least squares fits of linear or quadratic (N/Z)

dependence. Lower right panel: same as lower left panel, but for filtered data.

minimize by pushing the neutrons out of high density areas (in neutron rich systems) leading to
a local lowering of the !! production mechanism.

In the various panels of Fig. 25 we show a summary of our measured !!/!+ ratios and
compare with IQMD predictions. Briefly, one observes a decrease of the !!/!+ ratio with
incident energy (upper left panel) which is qualitatively also predicted by IQMD. However, in
this panel, and more so in the other three panels, it is seen that while IQMD is doing a perfect
job at 1.5A GeV, also when (N/Z) is varied, it clearly underestimates the pion ratio for large
(N/Z) at 0.4A GeV. The right lower panel repeats the comparison at 0.4A GeV, but for the
filtered data, leading to the same conclusion and thus showing that the extrapolations to 4! are
not responsible for the discrepancy.
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model, the emission of pion in heavy-ion collisions in the region 1 A GeV as a probe of nuclear symmetry
energy at supra-saturation densities is investigated systematically, in which the pion is considered to be
mainly produced by the decay of resonances !(1232) and N!(1440). The total pion multiplicities and
the ""/"+ yields are calculated for selected Skyrme parameters SkP, SLy6, Ska and SIII, and also for the
cases of different stiffness of symmetry energy with the parameter SLy6. Preliminary results compared
with the measured data by the FOPI Collaboration favor a hard symmetry energy of the potential term
proportional to (#/#0)

$s with $s = 2.
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Heavy-ion collisions induced by radioactive beam at interme-
diate energies play a significant role to extract the information of
nuclear equation of state (EoS) of isospin asymmetric nuclear mat-
ter under extreme conditions. Besides nucleonic observables such
as rapidity distribution and flow of free nucleons and light clus-
ters (such as deuteron, triton and alpha, etc.), also mesons emitted
from the reaction zone can be probes of the hot and dense nuclear
matter. The energy per nucleon in the isospin asymmetric nuclear
matter is usually expressed as E(#, %) = E(#, % = 0) + Esym(#)%2 +
O(%2) in terms of baryon density # = #n + #p , relative neutron
excess % = (#n " #p)/(#n + #p), energy per nucleon in a symmet-
ric nuclear matter E(#, % = 0) and bulk nuclear symmetry energy

Esym = 1
2

&2E(#,%)

&%2
|%=0. In general, two different forms have been

predicted by some microscopical or phenomenological many-body
approaches. One is the symmetry energy increases monotonically
with density, and the other is the symmetry energy increases ini-
tially up to a supra-saturation density and then decreases at higher
densities. Based on recent analysis of experimental data associated
with transport models, a symmetry energy of the form Esym(#) #
31.6(#/#0)

$ MeV with $ = 0.69–1.05 was extracted for densities
between 0.1#0 and 1.2#0 [1,2]. The symmetry energy at supra-
saturation densities can be investigated by analyzing isospin sen-
sitive observables in theoretically, such as the neutron/proton ratio
of emitted nucleons, ""/"+ , '"/'+ and K 0/K+ [2]. Recently,
a very soft symmetry energy at supra-saturation densities was

* Corresponding author. Tel.: +86 931 4969215.
E-mail address: fengzhq@impcas.ac.cn (Z.-Q. Feng).

pointed out by fitting the FOPI data [3] using IBUU04 model [4].
With the establishment of high-energy radioactive beam facilities
in the world, such as the CSR (IMP in Lanzhou, China), FAIR (GSI
in Darmstadt, Germany), RIKEN (Japan), SPIRAL2 (GANIL in Caen,
France) and FRIB (MSU, USA) [2], the high-density behavior of the
symmetry energy can be studied more detail experimentally in
the near future. The emission of pion in heavy-ion collisions in
the region 1 A GeV is especially sensitive as a probe of symme-
try energy at supra-saturation densities. Further investigations of
the pion emissions in the 1 A GeV region are still necessary by
improving transport models or developing some new approaches.
The ImIQMD model has been successfully applied to treat heavy-
ion fusion reactions near Coulomb barrier [5–7]. Recently, Zhang et
al. analyzed the neutron–proton spectral double ratios to extract
the symmetry energy per nucleon at sub-saturation density with
a similar model [8]. To investigate the pion emission, we further
include the inelastic channels in nucleon–nucleon collisions.

In the ImIQMD model, the time evolutions of the baryons
and pions in the system under the self-consistently generated
mean-field are governed by Hamilton’s equations of motion, which
read as

ṗi = "&H
&ri

, ṙi =
&H
&pi

. (1)

Here we omit the shell correction part in the Hamiltonian H as
described in Ref. [6]. The Hamiltonian of baryons consists of the
relativistic energy, the effective interaction potential and the mo-
mentum dependent part as follows:
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pointed out by fitting the FOPI data [3] using IBUU04 model [4].
With the establishment of high-energy radioactive beam facilities
in the world, such as the CSR (IMP in Lanzhou, China), FAIR (GSI
in Darmstadt, Germany), RIKEN (Japan), SPIRAL2 (GANIL in Caen,
France) and FRIB (MSU, USA) [2], the high-density behavior of the
symmetry energy can be studied more detail experimentally in
the near future. The emission of pion in heavy-ion collisions in
the region 1 A GeV is especially sensitive as a probe of symme-
try energy at supra-saturation densities. Further investigations of
the pion emissions in the 1 A GeV region are still necessary by
improving transport models or developing some new approaches.
The ImIQMD model has been successfully applied to treat heavy-
ion fusion reactions near Coulomb barrier [5–7]. Recently, Zhang et
al. analyzed the neutron–proton spectral double ratios to extract
the symmetry energy per nucleon at sub-saturation density with
a similar model [8]. To investigate the pion emission, we further
include the inelastic channels in nucleon–nucleon collisions.

In the ImIQMD model, the time evolutions of the baryons
and pions in the system under the self-consistently generated
mean-field are governed by Hamilton’s equations of motion, which
read as

ṗi = "&H
&ri

, ṙi =
&H
&pi

. (1)

Here we omit the shell correction part in the Hamiltonian H as
described in Ref. [6]. The Hamiltonian of baryons consists of the
relativistic energy, the effective interaction potential and the mo-
mentum dependent part as follows:
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Fig. 2. Comparison of calculated pion multiplicity and !!/!+ ratios in central 197Au + 197Au collisions with different Skyrme parameters, and compared with IQMD results
[10] as well as the FOPI data [3].

Fig. 3. Evolution of average central density at different incident energies (left panel) and the excitation functions of the !!/!+ ratios at different stiffness of the symmetry
energy (hard, linear, soft and supersoft), and compared with IQMD results [10] as well as the FOPI data [3] (right panel).

Fig. 4. Distributions of transverse momentum of final !! and !+ and the ratio !!/!+ for the cases of stiff and soft symmetry energies in the reaction 197Au + 197Au at
incident energy E lab = 0.4 A GeV.

enforced by the symmetry potential associated with isospin and
momentum. Inversely, a transport model reported in Ref. [19] also
predicted the larger ratios for stiffer symmetry energy from the
analysis of the !!/!+ and K 0/K+ yields. The influence of the
symmetry energy on pion production in heavy-ion collisions is also
studied from the distribution of transverse momentum of the to-

tal charged pions and the ratio !!/!+ for the cases of stiff and
soft symmetry energies as shown in Fig. 4. The !! mesons are
mostly produced from neutron–neutron collisions, and for a stiff
symmetry energy, a wider high-density zone is formed in the cal-
culation of the ImIQMD model. The larger !!/!+ ratio is also
clear in the momentum distribution and the larger errors at the
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AMD approach to explore nuclear matter properties in heavy-ion
collisions

Akira Ono

Tohoku University

RIBF-ULIC-MiniWS027: Nuclear symmetry-energy and nucleus-nucleus collision
simulation, July 2 – 4, 2013.

Collision dynamics, symmetry energy, and clusters

AMD approach (with cluster correlations)
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Jul. 3, 2013 @ RIKEN

Symmetry energy and supernovae
Hideyuki Suzuki (Tokyo Univ. Sci.)

Supernova Explosions

Type Ia runaway of nuclear burning in white dwarfs
no compact remnant

Type Ib,Ic,II core collapse of massive stars
neutron star/black hole formation, ! burst

H

M>8M
Mass Loss

Collapse

He CO ONeMg Fe Si

Neutron Star
Black Hole

Main Sequence

Type Ia Supernova Collapse-driven Supernova
White Dwarf

Companion

Binary

0-0

Influences of symmetry energy
1. collapsing core, initial shock energy
2. delayed explosion
3. protoneutron star cooling

collapsing core, initial shock energy

• In collapsing core, escaping !e’s reduce the lepton fraction YL of the core.
larger electron capture rate ! more !e’s escape ! smaller YL

• Larger lepton fraction results in more massive inner core
Mi.c. " MCh(YL) # Y 2

L
• Shock wave is launched around the boundary of bounced inner core and
supersonically collapsing outer core with an initial energy " gravitational

binding energy of the bounced inner core " GM2
i.c.

Ri.c.
# Y

10
3

L
• More massive inner core is also preferable to successful shock propagation
because the shock wave have only to pass through less massive outer core.

• Electron capture rate as a function of Sv is important. Bruenn demon-
strated: Larger symmetry energy ! more bound protons, less free proton
fraction ! less electron capture rate (e-cap. rate(free proton) > e-cap.
rate(p in A)) ! less !e’s escape from the collapsing core ! larger YL !
larger Mi.c., larger Eshock

0-6



2D/3D)explosions)but)Eexp)less)than)observed)(Suwa)et)al.,)ApJ)764,)99)(2013))
Key)Physics)is)sXll)unclear:)
Neutrino)heaXng,)Standing)AccreXon)Shock)Instability,)ConvecXon,)RotaXon,)
MagneXc)field,)AccousXc)waves)

In)summary:))
While)K)affects))the)core)dynamics)via)pressure)change,)Sv)affects))
composiXon)Of)the)core)and)has)influence)on)supernova)explosions.)

Equation of States (EOS) for high density matter (T != 0)

• Lattimer-Swesty 1991: FORTRAN code
Liquid Drop model: Ks = 180, 220, 375MeV, Sv = 29.3MeV
E/n " #B +Ks(1# n/ns)2/18 + Sv(1# 2Ye)2 + · · ·

• Shen’s EOS table (Shen et al., 1998)
RMF (n,p,!, ",#) with TM1 parameter set(g!, · · ·) $ Nuclear data includ-
ing unstable nuclei
"B , nB , Ye, T , F , U , P , S, A, Z, M!, Xn, Xp, X", XA, µn, µp

grids: wide range T = 0, 0.1 " 100MeV ! log T = 0.1
Ye = 0, 0.01 " 0.56 ! log Ye = 0.025
"B = 105.1 " 1015.4g/cm3 ! log "B = 0.1

Extension with hyperons (Ishizuka, Ohnishi), quarks (Nakazato)

0-10
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))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
Models)of)finite)nuclei)onen)are)calibrated)on)properXes)of)nuclear)
ma]er)at)saturaXon:))
)
)
)
But,)nuclear)ma]er)is)an)idealized)medium)that)does)not)exist)in)
nature.)and))is)approximated)by)expansion)A)Z>)∞)of)expressions)for)
energy)per)parXcle)etc))of)finite)nuclei.)
))
RelaXon)between)quanXXes)describing))finite)nuclei)and)nuclear)
ma]er)is)onen)model)dependent)(e.g.)incompressibility,))
symmetry)energy)and)its)derivaXves))
)
Open)quesXon)remains)–)how)valid)is)such)a)procedure)
'
'
'
'

!0,   E/A !0( ), S(!0 ),  K"



The)EquaXon)of)State'

           P = !2 ! " / !( )
!!

"
#$

%
&' s/!

               "(!,T ) = " f
f
( (!,T )  

)Two)key)points:)
)

)The)EoS)is)dependent)on)composiXon)))
)CONSTITUENTS)+)INTERACTIONS))
)

)εf)and)ITS)DENSITY)AND)TEMPERATURE)DEPENDENCE)))
)must)be)determined)by)nuclear)and/or)parXcle)models.))

where)summaXon)over)f)includes)all)hadronic)(baryons,)mesons),)leptonic)and)quark))
(if)applicable))components)present)in)the)system)at)density)ρ))and)temperature)T))

RelaXon)between)pressure)P,)energy)density)ε,)parXcle)number)density)ρ)
)at)temperature)T)



)
HEAVY)ION)COLLISIONS:))Hot)ma]er)created))
))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))in)dependence)on)beam)energy)

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))different)composiXon)
)))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))and)properXes)
)
)
COMPACT)OBJECTS:))))))))))CoreZcollapse)supernova)
))))))
)))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))hot)protoZneutron)star)
)))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))fast)rotaXng)neutron)stars)
)
)))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))cold)nonZrotaXng)
)))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))neutron)star)
))))))))))
))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
)
))))
'
'

Figures'from':''''D.'Hofman,'UIC,'2006'(top)''''''F.'Weber,'talk'at'ORNL'2012'(boUom)'



Comparison)of)main)features)of)high)density)ma]er)in:)))

))))))))))Discussions)with))Be]y)Tsang)

Central)AZA)collision:)
)Strongly)beam)energy)dependent)
Beam)energy))<))1GeV/)A)
)
Temperature:))<)50)MeV)
Energy)density:))~)1)Z2)GeV/fm3)
Baryon)density)~)3Z4)ρ0))(transient))
(Time)scale)to)coolZdown:))10Z22Z24)s)
No)neutrinos)
)
Strong)InteracXon:))(S,)B)and)L)conserved))
Time)scale)10Z24)s))
)
InelasXc)NN)sca]erings,)))))
)))))))))))))))))))N,N*,)Δ’s)
)))))))))))))))))))LOTS)of)PIONS)))))))))
)))))))))))))))))))strangeness)
)))))))))))))))))))less)important)(kaons))
)))))))))))))))))))NO)LEPTONS)
))))))))))))))))))))?)EQUILIBRIUM?)

'ProtoZneutron)star:)
)(progenitor)mass)dependent))
~)8)–)20)solar)mass)
)
Temperature:))<)50)MeV)
Energy)density:))~)1)GeV/fm3)
Baryon)density)~)2Z3)ρ0)
Time)scale)to)coolZdown:)1)Z10)s)
Neutrino)rich)ma]er))
)
Strong)+Weak)InteracXon:)(B)and)L))con))
Time)scale)10Z10)s)
)
Higher)T:)strangeness)produced)in)
))))))))))))))))))in)weak)processes)
Lower)T:)freezeZout)
)
N,)strange)baryons)and)mesons,)
NO)PIONS,)leptons)
))))))))))))))))))))?EQUILIBRIUM?)



“Symmetric)nuclear)ma]er))and)ma]er)produced))
in)highZenergy)collisions))when)the)field)equaXon))
are)solved)subject)to)the)constraints)of)charge)
)symmetry)and)strangeness)(in)this)case)zero).”)
)
“Neutron)star)ma]er,)when)the)field)equaXons,))
supplemented)by)those)of)leptons)are)solved)subject))
to)the)constraints)of)charge)neutrality)and)generalized)
beta)equilibrium)without)conservaXon)of)strangeness.”)

Norman)Glendenning:)Compact)Stars)



A)very)gentle)quesXon)for)discussion:)
)

Are)the)EoS)of)HIC)ma]er)and)NS)ma]er)the)same?)



General)comment)on)the)current)situaXon)in)modeling:))
)
Current)models)have)very)limited)predicXve)power)–)they)have)too)many)
parameters)and)it)is))impossible)to)constrain)them)unambiguously))at)present)
)
WE)KEEP)REPEATING)CALCULATIONS)AND)SOME)OF)THEM)FIT)A)SELECTED)CLASS)
OF)DATA)WELL))BUT)FAIL)ELSEWHERE.)SUCH)MODELS)CANNOT)BE)RIGHT)AND)
CANNOT)BE)TRUSTED.)
'
Suggested)path)towards)a)soluXon)?)
)
Study)basics)of)these)models,)their)region)of)applicability)and)find)the)physics)that)
jusXfies)them.)
)
STUDY)SENSITIVITY)TO)ALL)AVAILABLE)DATA)AND)FIND)THE)MOST)IMPORTANT)
SET)TO)FIT)THE)MODELS)CONSISTENTLY.))
)
Perhaps)we)will)be)able)to)narrow)down)the)number)of)models,))increase)
predicXve)power)of)the)selected)ones)and)move)forward.)
)

Physics)may)be)a)good)tool)for)selecXon)theories)aner)all).)
'
'



BUU / QMD / AMD

The information on the Symmetry Energy   is 
indirect, depends on models.

ULIC-RIBF MiniWS027, 3 Jul. 2013 

measure the N/Z ratios of the emitted particles 
(n/p ratios, isospin diffusion, t/He3, N/Z ratios of IMFs, 
flow, pi- /pi+, ......), and then compare with the prediction 
from the transport model, 
in which the different symmetry potential can be used.

Extracted)from)conclusions)of)miniZWS:)



Current possible solutions:
QMD with Pauli blocking
AMD with relativity

PHITS for π-/π+    

and compare ImQMD result) 

ULIC-RIBF MiniWS027, 3 Jul. 2013 



Future of the Simulation models:
BUU

Bao-An Li’s IBUU used for prediction of pi-production 
IBUU code need very high running cost  --> possible 
(results a few TB; super computer; only its binary code is available in RIKEN)
How to modify BUU? 
(inviting some Chinese guy from Bao-An / Black box is NOT favorable )
Collaboration with JAEA could help the improvements of transport models.

QMD
ImQMD@MSU cannot treat pi-production, though Beijing ImQMD can do 
(not apply to it) 
PHITS can make a prediction of pi-production

AMD (most reliable code in Japan)
AMD CAN in principle treat pions include pions and Deltas 
if pion absorption could be neglected for the following reaction
132Sn + 124Sn @ 300 MeV/u ,  124Sn + 124Sn @300 MeV/u 
How about relativity? 
Bulk feature of HIC should be compared....
Small meeting with Bao-An on this issue at NuSYM@MSU
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MiniZWS)was)an)extremely)well)organised,))
informaXve)and)useful)meeXng.)

)
)

Thank)you!)
�����'
'Arigatō'

'
'
'


